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Format of 
this 
workshop: 

1 Hour
4 experiments

•Experimental 
Group 
undergoes 
treatment

•Control Group 
doesn’t 
receive 
treatment 

*A and B assigned as a result of 
painting preference



PPT

Barrier with instructions

Tables 
for 
making



Turn and talk
(While I set up the next experiment)

• As a teacher, do you feel that recent 
research in cognitive science is making it 
into your classroom? Professional 
development sessions? Faculty 
meetings? 



Experiment 1



Students tend to only 
learn the things they 

think about.



Environment
Working Memory

(Where thinking happens)

Long-Term Memory
(Knowledge storage)

Adapted from: Willingham, 2009 

Attention

• Task instructions
• Language in the podcast
• Sensory of the LEGO Le

ar
ni

ng



Multitasking

A

B

Serial 
Task 
Processing

Parallel
Task
Processing A B

+ Errors
+ Processing time
- Productivity 

“Dual task interference”

(Pashler, 1994; Fischer & Plessow, 2015)



Yerkes-Dodson Law
(Diamond, Campbell, Park, Halonen, & Zoladz, 2007)

Environment

Chaos

Stress

Anxiety

Distractions



Classroom Applications

•Avoid situations that split 
students’ attention between 
more than one thing.

•Create activities that do not 
require students to multitask. 

•Apply the “Goldilocks rule” to 
ensure optimal arousal in the 
classroom.



Turn and talk
(While I set up the next experiment)

How are these strategies from 
cognitive science research 

applicable to your classroom 
setting? 

• Avoid situations that split students’ 
attention between more than one thing.

• Create activities that do not require 
students to multitask. 

• Apply the “Goldilocks rule” to ensure 
optimal arousal in the classroom.



Experiment 2



Students tend to learn 
more when they are not 

overloaded



Environment
Working Memory

(Where thinking happens)

Long-Term Memory
(Knowledge storage)

Adapted from: Willingham, 2009 

7 (+ or - 2) (Miller, 1956) 

4 (Cowan, 2000) 

• How do I put together a series circuit?
• What materials do I have? 
• How do I use them?
• How does one make a ”How to” book?
• Who’s my partner?
• Is there time to use the restroom?
• Squirrel! 
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Environment
Working Memory

(Where thinking happens)

Long-Term Memory
(Knowledge storage)

What’s overload?

Adapted from: Willingham, 2009 

Decay



How do you optimize 
cognitive load?

•Worked 
examples (Ward & 
Sweller,  1990) 

•Process sheets 
(Nadolski, Kirschner, & Van Merriënboer, 

2005)

•Other 
scaffolding 
strategies (Wasik, & 
Jacobi-Vessels, 2017). 



Expertise Reversal 
Effect • Novices encountering novel 

information learn better with 
instruction designed to reduce 
cognitive load.  

• Instructional techniques that 
are highly effective with novices 
can lose their effectiveness and 
even have negative 
consequences when used with 
more experienced learners       
(p. 23).

(Kalyuga, Ayres, Chandler, & Sweller, 2003) 



Classroom Applications

•Always be aware of working 
memory limitations. 

•Use worked examples, process 
sheets, and scaffolding to optimize 
cognitive load and foster 
independence. 

•Know that novices are easily 
overloaded. “Experts” can be 
released into the wild. 



Turn and talk
(While I set up the next experiment)

Which if these classroom 
applications resonate most with 

you? 

• Always be aware of working memory 
limitations. 

• Use worked examples, process sheets, 
and scaffolding to optimize cognitive 
load and foster independence. 

• Know that novices are easily 
overloaded. “Experts” can be released 
into the wild. 



Experiment 3



Students’ thinking is 
enhanced by background 

knowledge



Adapted from: Willingham, 2009 

Environment
Working Memory

(Where thinking happens)

Long-Term Memory
(Knowledge storage)

46
X 9

9 x 6 = 54 

Re
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Adapted from: Willingham, 2009 

Environment
Working Memory

(Where thinking happens)

Long-Term Memory
(Knowledge storage)

• Knowledge breeds quantity
• Quantity breeds quality

(Rietzschel, Nijstad, & 
Stroebe, 2007)

Re
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l American Revolution/Baseball
Themed Party





Classroom Applications

• If students have insufficient background 
knowledge, then build it. If they already 
have the knowledge, then activate it. 

• Coordinate with other teachers so that 
students can apply new understandings 
across multiple contexts. 

• Have students pull from the internet, 
but know that it pales in comparison to 
also having rich schema in long term 
memory.  



Turn and talk
(While I set up the next experiment)

Take a look at the following classroom 
applications. What other insights do you 

have about the importance of background 
knowledge? 

• If students have insufficient background 
knowledge, then build it. If they already 
have the knowledge, then activate it. 

• Coordinate with other teachers so that 
students can apply new understandings 
across multiple contexts. 

• Have students pull from the internet, but 
know that it pales in comparison to also 
having rich schema in long term memory.  



Final Experiment



Students learn more from 
retrieving than from 

“going over”  



Effects of 
Retrieval 
Practice

(Roediger & Karpicke, 2006)



Classroom Applications

• Ask students to individually retrieve 
knowledge learned from last lesson rather 
than going over it for them or letting “bright” 
peers remember for them. 

• Vary the conditions of retrieval practice 
(whiteboards, games, Kahoot!, Quizlet, 
flashcards, etc.) to increase engagement. 

• Give students many, many chances for 
retrieval - and space them out - rather than 
giving just one large test during a unit. 



Time for a Test!



Easter Eggs in 
this 

workshop

A and B assigned as a result of painting 
preference

• A and B actually assigned randomly. 

Priming effects

• Money shown during a slide

• Eyes shown during a slide 
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